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OHAP!ER I

IN 'IRODUCTION
When the writer of this thesis was aoout ten years of
age, he heard a statement which caused him a great deal of
concern.

The statement was made b,y a. woman who was held as

practically

1

the ideal" in Christian womanhood.

She was a

Sunday School teacher, which position alone gave her considerable esteem and authority in the ooy' s mind.

The statement

was only a passing remark in the course of a conversation
with the writer's mother, but it struck a chord in the heart
of that ten year old l::oy which made him doubt the truth of
the statement.
0

Her remark, in essence, was as follows:

The Old Testament has a lot of interesting stories, but I

don't believe it is much good to Christians today.

I think

the New Testament is the part of the Bible for us today.•

.

That early impression caused the writer of this paper
to

constantly ask the question,

11

1fhat is. the value of the Old

Testament to the Christian. u With the light of tears of
Christian training and the illumination or personal Christian experience, the writer has come to realize that the Old
Testament is of divine origin and is absolutely necessary in
the Divine Revelation.

The redemptive work of Jesus Christ

was revealed in the Old Testament as well as in the New Testament.

The Old Testament revelation or Jesus Christ was

2

veiled in symbolism.

This view is verified in the words ot

Jesus Himself as He said,

1

And beginning from Moses and from

all the prophets, he interpreted to them in all the scriptures the things concerning himself. •1

Theologians of modern

times have also considered the Old Testament essential to the
revelation of God in Christ.
The Scriptures contain and are this perfect disclosure and finished revelation. Of their Divine origin we
need not think as yet; though it.is anticipated in the
tact that the Saviour has given His authenticating testimony to the whole body of them in their integrity. That
sanction, first, makes the Old Testament the revelation
ot Christ. As it testified of Him so He testifies of
it. He took it into His hands, and blessed it, and hallowed it tor ever as His own. As revelation is Christ,
and Christ is the subject of the Old Testament, the Old
Tea tament is of necessity the revelation of God. Knowing
better than any human critic can know all its internal
obscurities and difficulties, He sealed it nevertheless
tor the reverence of His people. The canon of the ancient oracles, precisely as we hold t.hem now, no more no
less, He sanctified and gave to His Church as the ~arly
preparatory records o t Hie own Gospel and kingdom. 2
Some would even _go as far as to say that "Christ is
to be found upon every page of the Old Tee tamen t. •3

Such a

statement suggests that Christ was sp:>ken of in passages
other than the Messianic passages.

It presupposes types of

Christ which may be found in Old Testament Scripture.

There

1 Luke 24:27.
2 William Burt Pope, A Compepd1um 9.1. Christi~ fh!!;lo(second edition; New York: Hunt and Eaton, fn.a:: ,
Vol. I, pp. 39-40.

l.Q.gx

3 Henderson Snell Fox, 1 The Foreshadowed Christ in
Leviticus,• (unpublished Master of Theology thesis, Dallas
Theological Seminary, Dallas, [n.dJ ) , p. 2.

3

are various opinions regarding the types ot the Old Testament.

Some would limit them to those that are specitioally

mentioned by the New Testament ·writers as being types.
Others go to the other extreme ot declaring everything a
type that has any outward resemblance ot something in the.
New Testament.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The author of this treatise has tried to avoid both

or

these extremes.

It was his purpose to make an objective

study or the Mosaic sacrifices to discover (1) their actual
meaning to the Hebrew people who ottered them; (2) their
apparent typical meanings; and ( 3) what they mean to the
Christian living in the light of the New Testament.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
S~ceri:fice.

This is a complex and comprehensive term.

There are several He l.lrew words which may be translated

1

sac-

rifice, 1 but each has reference to a different type o:f sacrifice.

These various types will be discussed in the following

chapters.

But in its general use, it may be defined as a

4

gift to God.

It is a presentation to Deity of some material

object, the possession of the offerer, as an act of worship.
It may be to attain, restore, maintain, or to celel:::rate
friendly relations with the Deity.4
Offerin$.
terms.

1

0ffering 1 and "sacrifice" are synonymous

The capitalization of these wor4s (for example, Of-

fering, Sacrifice), excluding grammatical requirements, indicates a reference to Christ, the Antitype.
Hosaig sacrifices.

This refers to the sacrifices

which were recorded b,y Moses in the book of Leviticus.

They

were instituted while Hoses was the leader of the Israelites.
~.

In a theological sense, a •type 1 is a sign or

example prepared and designed by God to prefigure some future person or thing.

It must represent this future object

with more or less clearness, either qy something which it has
in common with the ant1type, or in being the symbol of some
property which it

];X) ssesses. 5

ORIGIN OF SACRIFICE
The Bible does not give a clear and definite explanation of the character of sacrificial worship before the time
4 J. J. Reeve, "Sacrifice in the Old. Testament," The
International Standard Bibl~ EncYclopedia, IV, 2639.
5 Samuel Wakefield, A .Qpmplete !Jystem 521. Garis t1G
Theology (Cincinnati: Walden and Stowe, 1869), p. 352.

5

of Moses.

However, it is clear that there were at least two

forms of sacrifice--the burnt-offering and the peace-offering.

Probably these two offerings varied only slightly.

But the specific mention that there were these two distinct
offerings is found in the words, "And he sent young men of
the children of Israel, who

offere~

burnt-offerings, and

sacrificed peace-otter ing of oxen unto Jehovah. •6

~he

line

of demarcation between tM two offerings probably limited itself to the participation or nonparticipation on the part of
the offerers. 7
Scholars hive written a great deal about the origin
of sacrifice and have proposed many theories of a human origin of sacrifice.

The names of some of these theories are:

the gift theory; the magic theory; the table-bond theory;
the sacramental communion theory; the homage theory; the piacular theory; and the religious instinct theory (a combination of human origin and Divine Revelation).

These theories,

which are the product of the thinking or higher critics, have
no particular value to this study, so they are merely mentioned.
The l*rr iter of t.his. paper takes the po s i t.io n tha. t the
sacrifice was initiated by God Himself at the beginning of
6 Exod. 24: 5.

7 Patrick Fairbairn, The TyPQlogy of SQri:otur§ (Philadelphia: Daniels and Smith, 1852), Vol. II, p. 261.

6

human history.

H. Orton Wiley says, "This is evidenced by

the nature of sacrifice itself, and also from the fact that
previous to the deluge, animals were classified as clean and
unclean. •8

But Wiley goes on to point out that the strong-

est argument is found in the historloal record of particular
sacrifices.
The first is that of 'Cain and Abel. 'Cain brought of'
the fruit of' th$ ground an offering unto the Lord. And
Abel, he also brought of' the firstlings of his flock and
the fat thereof. And the Lord. had respect unto Abel and.
his offering' (Gen. 4:3, 4). This scripture taken in
connection with Hebrews 11:4, reveals two facts: one,
that the sacrifice was offered in faith; the other, that
it was divinely approved. The second is the sacrifice
of Noah, which he offered immediately upon leaving the
ark. 'And Noah builded an altar unto the Lord; and took
of every clean beast, and of every clean fowl, and offered burnt-offerings on the altar. And the Lord
smelled a sweet savour; and the Lord said in his heart,
I will not again curse the ground any more for man's
sake' (Gen. 8:20, 21). Here it is asserted that the sacrifice was marked b,y divine approbation. The third patriarchal sacrifice is that of' Abraham, as recorded in
an interesting account found in Genesis 15:9-21. Here
it is expressly stated that Abraham offered up animal
sacrifices in obedience to the command of' God. The
acceptance of' the offering is indicated by the 'burning lemp' which passed between the pieces and hallowed
them.
_
The position of' the divine origin of sacrifices necessitates the stating of a basic assumption.

It is assumed

in this thesis that the Holy Bible is divinely inspired.
The author accepts the definition of's. J. Gamertsf'elder:

8 H. Orton Wiley Christig.,n Theology (Kansas City:
Beacon Hill Press, 1947~, Vol. II, p. 218.

9 ~., pp. 218-9.

7

Inspiration is that Divine help given through the
operation of the Holy Spirit, to men chosen of God to be
organs of revelation, Which is necessary to speak or
write the truth that God purposed to give to the world
as His Word for reproof~ for correction, and tor instruction in righteousness.lu
QLASSIFIOATION AND LIMITATION
Many different classifications of the sacrifices could
be suggested.
them.

Maimonides was among the first to classify

He divided them into two kinds:

(1) those on behalf

of the whole congregation; and (2) those on behalf of the
individual.ll

Dr. Oehler also suggested two classes:

(1) those which assume that the covenant relation is on the
whole undisturbed; and ( 2) those that are meant to remove a
disturbance which has entered into this relation, and to restore the right relation to God.12 Others suggest a classification as to the thing offered.
them into three:

Professor Paterson divided

(1) animal sacrifices; (2) vegetable sac-

rifices; and (3) liquid and incense offerings.l3

There are

those who have made two simple classifications, namely,
bloody and non-bloody.
10 s. J. Gamertstelder, Systematif Theology (Harrisburg: Evangelical Publishing House, 1921 , p. 115.
11 Reeve, 2.l?• ,ill. , p. 2641.
12 Gustav Friedrich Oehler, ~heology Qt the Old Testa-

~ (eighth edition; New York: Funk and Wagnalls Company,

1883), p. 284.

13 Reeve. ~. ,ill.

8

In the first seven chapters of the oook of Leviticus,
there is a very distinct classification.

In this portion of

Scripture, which deals specifically and entirely with the
Mosaic sacrifices, five offerings are explained.

They are:

(l) burnt.offerings; {2) meal-offerings; (3) peace-offerings;
(4) sin-offerings; (5) trespass-offerings.

While there is a

logical division between the sweet savour offe~ingsl4 (burntofferings, meal-offerings, and peace-offerings) and the nonsweet savour offerings (sin-offerings and trespass-offerings), the author of this thesis has followed the classification of the five offerings.

The study was limited to

these five offerings because the author believes that every
important aspect or the Mosaic sacrificial system was included in one of these offerings.

Each or these offerings

has been considered in the following chapters of the thesis.
The method of procedure has been to consider the details of
the sacrifice, the significance of the sacrifice in the Jewish religion, and the typical significance of the sacrifice
in the New Testament religion.
The primary source for material in this study was the
Bible.

Reference has also been made to BinLe commentaries

and other books dealing definitely with Biblical content.
The typology of the sacrifices is not a new study, for practically all the oommentaries deal with this phase to some
14 Lev. 1:9; 2:2; 3:5.

9

extent.

Some books deal exclusively with the typology, but

they often tend toward the extreme of finding a type in every
detailed part ot the sacrifice.

Therefore, the author ot

this thesis has been selective and has indicated only those
types which seem reasonable and apparent.

CHAPTER II
THE BURNT-OFFERING
The law of the burnt-offering was the first in the
law of the offerings.

In the order o:t' the ritual it was not

:t'1rst, but second, following the sin offering.

However, it

is natural that it should be mentioned first because it was
the most ancient.

Noah and. Abraham offered burnt-offerings.

It was also the most oommon because no day could pass in the
tabernacle without the offering o:t' burnt-offerings.

E:xoept

for the great day o:t' atonement for the nation in which the
sin offering was the central aot, the burnt-offering was the
most important sacrifice on all the great teas t days.l
•Burnt-o:t'fer1ng, 1 in the modern versions of the Bible,
is the ordinary translation of the Hebrew word '.2.lAh.

This

word does not mean literally •burnt-offering, 1 but rather
"what is brought up. 11

It came to mean literally then 11 what

is presented to the Deity.•

The name is a translation o:t'

the Septuagint rendering, which is based upon the description of the ritual as found iA Leviticus, "an offering made
by fire of a sweet savor unto Jehovah. •2

Thus it may be seen

that the name for .this offering is derived more from its

The

1

s. s.

s.

H. Kellogg, An Expgsi tion f21.. the Bible (Hartford:
Scranton Company, 1903}, I, p. 245.

2 Lev. 1:9.

11
unique characteristic than from the actual Hebrew word which
was applied to it.3
THE MATERIALS
The burnt-offering was always either animal or fowl.
The offerings aooepta~e verel

(1) the bulloot4; (2) the

·-·

sheep5; (3) the goat6; (4) the turtledove?; (5) the pigeonS.
Among these animals, only the olean beasts could

be

offered.

Nothing could be offered as "the food ot God" which could not
be

eaten by the offerer.

And even among elf:? an animals, only

domestic animals were permitted.

'

ror example, an animal tha. t

was taken in hunting could not be offered, even though it may
have been considered

1

clean.•9

The animals to be sacrificed had to be free from all
disease or blemish.

'fhey were ·to be brought to the door or

the tabernacle and the offerer was to kill them on the north

side or the altar, except in the public sacrifices. , In such
cases, the priest put the victims to death, being assisted on
3 Frederic McCurdy, "Burnt Offering," The Jewisp ~
New Edition, III, 439-40.
4 Lev. 1:5.

olopedi~,

5 Lev. 1:10.

-·

6 Loo ill·
7 Lev. 1:14.
8 Lo9. Qit.
9 Kellogg, .1Q.Q.

~.
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occasion by the Levites.lO
around the altar.

The blood was then sprinkled

If the victim was a large animal, it was

flayed and divided, the pieces being placed above the wood on
the altar.

If the offering was a bird, a similar operation

was performed, except that the victim was not entirely divided.

The fire which eonsumed the offerings was never al-

lowed to go out.

Several kinds of sacrifice furnished con-

stant material for the tlames.ll,
KINDS AND OCCASIONS OF BURNT-OFFERINGS

In the classification of the burnt-offerings as to
kind and occasion, the Jewish
general classes:

~ncyelopedial2

lists three

the stated offerings; the occasional offer-

ings; and the voluntary offerings.
There were three

stated~

offerings.

(l) The daily

burnt-offering was presented at the time of the morning and
the evening prayer (the third and ninth hours).
was a lamb or a kid a year old.

The victi.m

This was always accompanied

by a vegetable offering (minh&h) and a libation of w1ne.l3
( 2) The Sabbath burnt-offering was offered on the Sabbath and
included double the amount of all the elements of the ordinary
10 II Chron. 29:34.
11 McCurdy, .2..:£. ~. , p. 440.

1.2 Loc • ..Q.U.

13 E~od. 29:38-42; Num. 28:3-8.

13
daily sacrifice.l4

(3) The festal burnt-offering was ob-

served at the time of the new moon, the Passover, Pentecost,
the Feast of Trumpets, the Day of Atonementt and the Feast of
Tabernacles.

On these occasions, especially the last named,

the number of victims was increased.l5
The occasional offerings were those burnt-offerings
which were observed only when certain events took place.
These events or occasions were as follows:

(1) when a priest

was consecrated; 16 ( 2) at the purification of women; 17 ( 3) at
the clean&ing of lepers;l8 (4) at the purgat19n

or

ceremonial

defilement;l9 (5) in connection with the vow of a Nazarite.20
In addition to the sacrifices of burnt-offerings which
were prescribed and obligatory, voluntary burnt-offerings were
also made.

As recorded, some of them involved the immolation

of a large number of vict1ms.21
Raving classified the kinds and occasions of burntofferings, the study includes the ritual and significance also.
14 Num. 28:9, 10.
15 Num. 28:11-29:39.
16 Exod. 29:15-18; Lev .. 6:18-21; 9:12-14.
17 Lev. 12:6-8.
18 Lev. 9:19, 20.
19 Lev. 15:13-15, 25-30.
20 Num. 6:9-11, 13-16.

21 Num. 7· I Kings 8:64.

'
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RITUAL AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BURNT-OFFERING

Regarding the significance of the offering there were
two important aspects, the expiation and the burning.

As an

expiation for sin, the purpose of the burnt-offering was
largely the same as in other bloody sacrifices.

Consequently,

the discussion of that aspect has not been completed in this
chapter, but has been carried on in the following chapters.
But the offering does present some features of its own regarding expiation, and these distinctive features have been
indicated.

The significance of the burning was peculiar, to

the burn t-ottering.

There were five s.tages in the process:

(1) The presentation of the victim; (2) The laying on of the
hand; (3) The killing of the victim; (4) The sprinkling of
'

blood; (5) The sacrificial burning.
In the following discussion of the meaning of the
various

ste~s

of the rurnt-offering ritual, the writer of

this thesis has summarized the interpretations given by Alexander Maclaren.
The

~resentation ~

the

v•ot~m.

"He shall otter it at

the door of the tent of meeting, that he may be accepted betore Jehovah.•22

The offerer himself had to bring the animal

to the door of the Tabernacle in order to show that he was

22 Lev,, • 1•• tJ.
":t

15
willing to surrender a valuable thing.

As he stood there,

his thoughts passed into the inner part of the Tabernacle
where God dwelt.

The offerer felt that God already dwelt in

the midst of the people, but he could enter into the enjoyment of God's presence only by offering a sacrifice.

!he

offering was to be a •male without blemish"23 because bodily
defect symbolized moral flaw.

Therefore, an animal with a

defect could not be tolerated in the offerings to a holy God
who required purity.

God would not be put off with less than

man's best, whether it was ox or pigeon.

!he-Israelite there-

b.Y learned the important lesson that God claims the best that
one has.24
1h.§ laying

.Q1l

Q.! the ~.

"And he shall 'lay his hand

upon the head of the burnt-offering; and it shall be accepted
for him to make atonement tor him.•25

!here was a certain

significance aoout the laying of the offerer's hand upon the
head of the victim.

In all other instances where hands were

laid on, some transference or communication of gifts or
qualities was implied.

One might suppose then that the same

meaning attached to this act, with such modifications as the

23 Lev. 1:3.
24 Alexander Maclaren, 11 The B~ok of Leviticus, 11
Exposition~ of Ho~ Scripture (New York: A. C. Armstrong and

Son, 1907), I, p. 236.
25 L ev. 1•4
• •

16
case required.

It was done in other bloody sacrifices, ac-

companied with confession.

Nothing is said of confession in

relation to the burnt-offering, though that element was undoubtedly present to some extent because atonement was made
for the offerer through the sacrifice.

The fact of the

atonement has been indicated in the chapter on the sin-offering, in the discussion of the sprinkling of the victim's
blood.

The possibility of the victim's blood atoning for

the offerer depended upon his having laid his hands on the
victim's head.

In that act there was an identification of

the offerer with the offering.

This identification permitted

the animal to become a substitute ·for the offerer.

The ani-

mal died, though the offerer deserved to die.26
The killing ~ the vigt1m.
bullock before Jehovah. •27

•And he shall kill the

The animal was killed by the of-

ferer himself unless the offering was being made as a national
or public sacrifice, in which case the victim was slain b,y
the priest.

The death of the animal was distinctly a vicar-

ious death.

When the offerer killed the victim, he thereby

acknowledged that its death was the wages of his own sin.
realized the animal was innocent, but the animal's life was
taken as his substitute.28
26 Maclaren, loc. ~.
27 Lev. 1:5.

28 Maclaren,

n.

~., p. 237.

He

17
The sprinkling of blood.
was to be

sy~bolically

When the act of expiation

represented, another person appeared.

The priest came forward as mediator between God and man, ani
applied the blood to the altar.

"And Aaron's sons, the

priests, shall present the blood, and sprinkle the blood
round about upon the altar that is at the door of the tent of
meeting.u29

In other sacrifices which had expiation as their

principal obJect, some of the blood was sprinkled on the horns
or the altar, and as a more solemn act, some was carried into
the holiest place, and sprinkled on the mercy seat.

But in

the burn t-ottering, the blood was only sprinkled upon the
altar.

This would sugg.est that the essential character of

the burnt-offering was not expiatory.

The word rendered in

the translation "to make atonement"30 means

1

to cover."

The

idea conveyed is that the blood, which was the life of the
sacrifice, covered the sins of the offerer so that the sins
were powerless to keep back the love of God or to bring on
the wrath of God.31
!~

sacrificial wrning.

The final aot of the ritual

was peculiar to the burnt-offering.

In it alone the whole of

the sacrifice was consumed on the altar, with the exception
29 Lev. 1:5.
30 Lev. 1:4.
31 Maclaren, loo. ~.
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or the skin and the contents of the
given to the priest.

intestines~

The skin was

Because ot this unique characteristic,

the offering was sometimes called •a whole burnt-offering."
The provision for the completeness of the offering is found
in the word rendered "burn" in Leviticus 1:9.

As was indi-

cated in the introduction to this chapter, that word does not
merely mean "destruction by fire," but it is a peculiar word
reserved for sacrificial burnings and meaning "to cause to
ascend in smoke or vapour."

The gross flesh was refined into

vapour and odour,. and sent up to God as a sweet savour.

It

expressed, therefore, the transro·rma.tion of the sinful human
nature of the offerer into something more ethereal and kindred with the heaven to which it rose.32

THE TYPICAL SIGNIFICANCE
By way of typical significance of the burnt-offering,

a. great deal could be said a.oout the victim which was offered.
The sacrifice had to be a. domesticated animal, and because of
the personal care and provision by its owner, it had become
more or less obedient.

Tbis revealed a. characteristi·O of the

Anti type in that He should be obedient to the One who o ttered
the sacrifice.

Jesus Christ was not an unwilling captive,

but rather He gave Himself freely and unresistingly.

In very

clear terms Jesus proclaimed that His death on the cross was
32 Maclaren, .2,1;!. git., p. 239.
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not by the hand of man, but by His own will in surrender to
the will of the Father. 33 Jesus said:
Therefore doth the Father love me, because I lay down
my life, that I may take it again. No one taketh it away
from me, but I lay it down of myself. I have p:>wer to
lay it down, and I have power to take it again. This
commandment received I from my Father.34
Thus it may be seeD that Jesus gave Himself at the command of
His Father; yet it was voluntary because of His p!)rfect obedience to the will of His Father.
Biblical scholars have given various interpretations
to the significance ot the burnt-offering.

For example, Dr.

C. I. Scofield has sug.gested that each of the animals sets

forth a different aspect of the work of Christ 1n the justification of the sinner.35

But the writer of this thesis has

concluded that the most significant teaching of the burntoffering in reference to its typical meaning, was round in
the various steps of the ritual.

Therefore, the same outline

has been followed in this section as was followed in the sec•
tion enti.tled "Ritual
~

and

Significance ot the Burnt-Offering. •

presentatton ot the vtct,tm.

Just as the offerer

himself had to bring the victim, so also he who would have
33 I. M. Haldeman, Th§ Tabernacle Priesthood and Otfer(New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1925), p. 340.
34 John 10:17, 18.

35 C. I. Scofield, Reference Bible (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1917), p. 126.
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the saving benefit of Christ's sacrifice must himself by
faith bring this Christ before God.

As the Israelite signi-

fied his acceptance of God's arrangements concerning sacrifice, so does one express' one's acceptance of God's arrangement in one' s behalf by bringing Christ in an act of faith
before God.

In this aot of faith one is showing one's

readiness and sincere desire to make use of Christ, the Sacrifice appointed for man.

!his no man oan do for another.

The burnt-offering was presented for a certain purpose;
namely, "that he may be accepted before Jehovah.•36

He was

accepted not because of the present he brought, but through

an atoning sacrifice.

In like manner, anyone who is to be

accepted of God is not accepted because of the gift he may
bring even though the gift may be that of service.

He can

gain that acceptance only through the blood of the Holy Victim.
!he place of presentation is also significant.

The

burnt-offering was made "at the door of the tent of meeting. 1 37

s.

H. Kellogg says that the reason for this was that the Is-

raelites were so prone to worship idols.

The purpose ot this

order was to separate the worship of God from the worship of
false gods.

One cannot say there is a law concerning the

place where one may present the great Sacrifice before God.
36 Lev. 1:3.
37

Loc • ill·
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Yet the principle whieh underlies this ordinance of place
applies today.

!he one who is offering Christ, the Sacrifice,

can make no terms or conditions as to the mode or condition
of the presentation, other than what God appoints.
command was a command of publicity.

Also, the

As the Israelite was

commanded to confess publicly the presentation of his sacrifice, so is man today required to make his confession of
Christ a public thing.38

•Every one therefore who shall con-

fess me before men, him will I also confess before my Father
who is in heaven.•39
!he laying

.Q.B

of the hand.

was full of typical meaning.

This part of the ceremony

It set forth the way 'in which

man was to make use of the Lamb or God who was slain.

By

faith, the one seeking salvation lays his hand upon Christ's
head.

In this act one does frankly and penitently own the

sins tor which Christ was offered.

One accepts the Judgment

of God against oneself and realizes that one deserves to be
cast out from Him eternally.

But at the same time, the one

laying on the hand identifies himself with this Christ as
'the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world. 1 40
It may be concluded, therefore, that Christ the Lamb becomes

3S Iellogg, .2.12·

39 Matt. 10:32.
40 John 1:29.

ill., p. 246.
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the offering attar the penitent offerer identifies himself
with Christ. 41
lb.§ .k.iJ.lJn.g 9.! the

v·c~i,Pl.

In the light of wnat has

been said, the typical significance of the killing of the
victim will be quite clear.

With the very first sin,42 and

again and again thereafter, God pronounoed death as the
penalty tor sin.

But in the burnt•oftering, in accord with

a Divine command, the offerer brought. before God a saarifiaial victim upon whose head he laid his hand and identified
himself with the innocent creature.
death in behalf of the offerer.

Then the animal suffered

In the burnt-offering (and

this truth has been poipted out in the peace-offering and sin- ·
offering as well) one finds a type of the One Holy Victim.
Christ tasted death for every man.
But we behold him who hath been made a 11 ttle lower
than the ·angels, even Jesus, because of the suffering of
death crowned with glory and honor, that by the grace of
God he should taste death f(Jr every ma:n. 43
Another passage of Saripture states:

"Christ also suffered

for sins once, the righteous for the unrighteous, that he
might bring us to God. 11 44

It was a previously-deolared pur-

pose of Christ that He should suffer this death as a aondi-

41 Kellogg, .QJ?. ,all., p. 247.
42 Gen. 2:17.
43 Reb. 2:9.

44 I Pet. 3:18.
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tional substitute for penalty, for it is recorded that •the
Son of man came • • • to give his life a ransom for many.n45
The sprink;ling of

.~hE!

blood.

After the animal was

slain, the work of the offerer was done and the work of the
priest began.

In dealing with the antitype of the sprinkling

of the blood, certainly the use of the blood of Christ for
the remission of sin is a reasonable application.

This use

of the blood Godward for the remission of sin is the work
alone of the Heavenly Priest.

The one who has received the

sacrifice of Christ, b,y faith, must also accept the work of
the sprinkling of the blood by faith as well. 46

A

fuller

discussion on the meaning of the sprinkling of the blood has
been given in the chapter on the sin-offering, where it is
the central act of the ritual.
The sagr_jf!cia,l

burn~ng.

There has been a great deal

of speculation as to the typical significance of the burning
of sacrifices.

Some have said it symbolized the consuming

wrath of Jehovah, utterly destroying the victim which represented the sinful person of the offerer.

Others have sug-

gested the burning typified the eternal fire of hell because
the fire which consumed the sacrifice was not allowed to go
out.

Still others have said the burnt-offering typified those
45 Matt. 20:28.
46 Kellogg, AR· ~., p. 248.

fiery sufferings which the Lord Jesus Christ endured previous
to His agonizing death. 47

There is another view, represented by

s.

H. Kellogg,

which says that the burnt-offering chiefly typified Christ
representing His people in perfect consecration and entire
selt-devo tion unto God.
dienee.

Christ gave Himself in perfect o be-

The first recorded saying of Christ is the question

He asked His mother,

11

Father's business.•48

Wist ye not that I must be aoout my
His constant testimony concerning Him-

self to which His whole life bore witness was in such words
as, "For I am come down from heaven not to do mine own will,
but the will of him that sent me."49

But it seems the out-

standing example of His perfect consecration is expressed in
His words spoken in the agony of Gethsemane,
be

11

My Father, if it

possible, let this cup pass away from me: nevertheless,

not as I will but as thou wilt.n50

Here he offered Himself,

body, soul, and spirit, as a whole 'turnt-offering unto God.51
A

summary of the typical significance of the burnt-

offering is found in the follow1r1g quote from S. H. Kellogg.
The verse references are from the first
47 Ibid., p. 249.

48 Luke 2:49. (A. V.)
49 John 6:38.
50 Matt. 26:39.
51 Kellogg, ~. ~., p. 250.

cr~pter

of Leviticus.
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And so the burnt-offering teaches us to remember that
Christ has not only died for our sins, but has also consecrated Himself for us to God in full self-surrender in
our behalf. We are therefore to plead not only His a toning death, but also the transcendent merit of His life of
full consecration to the Father• s will. To this, the
words, three times repeated concerning the burnt-offering
(vv. 9, 13, 1?), in this chapter, blessedly apPly: it is
• an offf!ring made by fire!. of a sweet savour," a fragrant
odour' r unto the Lord.,, That is' this full self-surrender of the holy Son unto the Father is exceedingly delightful and acceptable unto God. And for this reason it
is for us an ever-prevailing argument for our own acceptance, and for the gracious bestowment for Christ's sake
of all that there is in Him for us.52

52 l..:Qlg. t pp. 250-51.

CHAPTER III

THE MEAL-OFFERING
In the Old Testament, the Hebrew word minhlb, Hmealoffering," is derived from a word meaning "a gift," or •a
present. 11

At first it was applied to ooth bloody and un-

bloody offerings, but in Moses' time it was confined to
sacrifices from the vegetanle world.

These offerings were

cereals which were the produce of man's labor with the soil.l
THE MATERIALS

Regarding the materials of the meal-offering, the law
ordaine·d that it must consist of fine flour, oil, trankincense,2 and salt.3

An exception was made regarding the

materials when it was the ease of the jealousy offering.

In

this offering, barley meal was offered and the oil and frankincense were omitted.s

This particular offering was for the

purpose of winging iniquity to rflmembranee so that

1t

did

not fall in the general class of meal-offering.

1 J. J. Reeve, •sacrifice in the Old Testament,• The
International Stapdard Bible Encyclopedia, IV, 2638.

2 Lev. 2:1.
3 Lev. 2:13.
4 Lev. 2:11
5 Num. 5:15.
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There were various forms in which the meal-offering
could be

~esented.

firstly, the fine flour could be pre-

sented with oil poured upon it.

alae.

frankincense

lf&S

1ncluded

When the offering was in this form, the priest took

only a handful of the fine flour with the oil and all the
frankincense, and burned it upon the altar.6

Secondly, the

meal-offering might be made up of different kinds of ca.kes.7
And thirdly, the first-fruits of the field were offered in
the shape of roasted ears or ground grains of fresh corn.S
THE PURPOSE
The general purpose of the meal-o:tfering was a supplement to an animal offering.

It was usually in connection

with the burnt-offering and the peace-offering. 9

It was not

offered alone, bu. t in addition to a bloody saor iti oe.

S. H.

Kellogg has suggested that the fundamental idea of the offering was "a gift brought by the worshipper to God, in token
of his recognition of His supreme authority,, and as an expression of d.esire for His favour and blessing.lO
6 Lev. 2:1-3; 6:15.
7 Lev. 2:4-7.
8 Lev. 2:14.
9 Num. 15:1-13.

10 s. H. Kellogg, 11 The Book ot Leviticus, 11 An Exrosition Q:l the Bl ble (Hartford: The S. S. Scranton Co., 1903),
I, 252.

After the small portion of the sacrifice was burnt
upon the altar, the rest became the property of Aaron and his
sons.

11

J\nd that which is lett of the meal-offfJlring shall be

Aaron 1 s and his sons':

it is a thing most holy of the offer-

ings of Jehovah made by fire .. •11

THE TYPICAL SIGNIFICANCE
The author has discovered in the study of the sinL

offering that symbolical representation of the atonement had
to involve blood-shedding.

Since there was no shedding of

blood in the meal-offering, the typology must deal with some
aspect other than the death of Christ.
have been made by scholars.

Various suggestions

The discussion which follows is

largely a presentation of the views of

c.

H. Mackintosh and

does not necessarily represent the conclusions of other
writers in the field.
In its typical significance, Mackintosh says, the
neal-offering presented "the Man Christ Jesus. •

As the

burnt-offering typified Christ in death, the meal-offering
typified Rim in life.
of bloodshedding.

In this offering there was no question

In it is simply found a beautiful type of

CPzist as He lived and walked and served on earth.12
11 Lev. 2:10.
12 C. H. Mackintosh, Notes on the Book of Leviticus
(Chicago: F. H. Revell, 18781, p. 4 8 . - - -
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!he examination of the meal-offering and its typical
significance has been considered in the following order:
(1) the materials of which it was composed; (2) the various
forms in which it was presented; and (3) the persons who partook of it.
Materials

composing~.

It was seen in the first part

of this chapter that the materials of the meal-offering were
fine flour, oil, frankincense, and salt.
I. M. Haldeman suggests that the
regarded as the basis of the offering.

1

fine flour• may be

It was flour that

had been thoroughly ground so that there were no lumps in it.
There was no unevenness in it.l3

Mackintosh interprets this

to mean that in the fine flour was found a type of Christ's
humanity, wherein every perfection met.

Jesus was never

ruffled by any circumstance or set of circumstances.
never had to retrace a. step, or recall a word.

He

No matter

what pressure eame from without, He always met it in that
perfeet evenness whieh is so strikingly typified. by the
flour."

1

fine

In Scripture, the Person of Christ is set forth in

His perfection by oontrasting Him with Adam.l4

11

The first

man is of the earth, earthy: the second man is of heaven.•l5
13 I. M. Haldeman, The Tabernacl~ Priesthood ~nd Offer~ (New York: Jleming H. Revell Company, 1925), p. 324.
14 Mackintosh,

.Q..:Q. _ill.,

15 I Cor. 15:47.

pp. 53-5.
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The "oil 1 in the meal-offering is a. type of the Holy
Spirit.

But since the oil was applied in two different ways.

Mackintosh suggests that there was a typification of the
lioly Spirit presented in two ways:

the fine flour was "min-

gled" with oil; and there was oil "poured" upon it.
was the type, and in the Antitype one

~may

Such

see Jesus, first,

"conceivedt" and then "anointed," by the Holy Spirit.
When the angel Gabriel had announced to Mary the honor which was aoout to be conferred upon her, in connection
with the work of the incarnation, she inquired, "How shall
this be, seeing I know not a man?"l6

This was not a. spirit

of skepticism on the part of Mary, tor she was honest in
thinking this Person should appear according to the ordinary
generation.
And the angel answered and said unto her, The Holy
Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the Most
High shall overshadow thee; wherefore also the holy
thing which is begotten shall be called the Son of God..l7
It was the •mingling• of the Holy Spirit with the human Mary,
resulting in the virgin birth of Christ, that fulfilled the
message "tine flour mingled with oil."
In the Levitical ordinance,

1

He shall pour oil upon

it,"lB one finds a type of the anointing of the Lord Jesus

16 Luke 1:34.

17 Luke 1:35.
18 Lev. 2:1.
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Christ by the Holy Spirit.

'!'he body of Jesus was not merely

formed by the Holy Spirit, but that pure and holy vessel was
also anointed for service by the same power.
Now it came to pass, when all the people were baptized, that Jesus also having been baptized, and praying,
the heaven was opened, and the Holy Spirit descended in
a bodily form, as a dove, upon him, and a voice came out
of heaven~ Thou art my· beloved Son; in thee I am well
pleased.ll.1
This anointing previous to His entrance upon His public ministry is of great practical importance to everyone
who really desires to be a. true and effectual servant of God.

c.

H. Mackintosh says:
Though conceived, as to His manhood, 'bf the Holy
Ghost; though, in His own proper Person, God manifest
in the flesh•; though embodying, in Himself, all the
fulness of the Godhead; yet be it well observed, when
coming forth; as man, to do the will of God, on the
earth, whatever that will might be, whether preaching
the gospel, teaching in the synagogues, healing the sick,
cleansing the leper, casting out devils, feeding the
hungry, or raising the dead, He did all by the Holy
Ghost. That holy and heavenly vessel in which God the
Son was pleased to appear in this world was formed;
filled, anointed, and led by the Holy Ghost.20 21
The next ingredient to be considered in the meal-

offering is "the frankincense."

As has been remarked, the

"tine flour" was the basis of the offering.

The ttoil" and

"frankincense" were the two leading supplements.

Mackintosh

feels that the connection between these two was instructive.
19 Luke 3: 21-22.
20 Mackint:>sh, .Q..l2.

lll·, p. 65.

21 Ibid., pp. 53-66.

The 1 oil• typified the power of Christ's ministry; the
1

tr.ankinoense" typified the obJect of His ministry.

The tor-

mer taught that He did everything by the Spirit of God; the
latter that He did everything to the glory of God.

The

frankincense presented that in the life of Christ which was
exclusively for Goci.
1

This was evicient by the emphasis upon

all the frankincense" in the following verse which referred

to the meal-offering:

Anci he shall bring it to Aaron's sons the priests;
and he shall take thereout his handful of the fine flour
thereof, and of the oil thereof 1 with all the frankincense thereof; and the priest snall
burn it as the memorial thereof upon the altar, an offering made by fire,
of a sweet savor unto Jehovah. 22
This was an expression of a truth regarding the true Mealoffering--the Man Christ Jesus.

There was that in His

blessed life which was exclusively for God.

Every thought,

word, loot, and act of His emitted a fragrance which went up
immediately to God.

And, as in the type, it was the "tire

of the al tar 11 that drew forth the sweet odor of the trankincense; so in the Antitype, the more He was tried, the more
fully was i.t manifested that, in His manhood, there was nothing that could not

as~end,

as an odor of a sweet smell, to

the throne of God.23
The other necessary ing.reciient of the meal-offering
was •salt."

Salt is pungent and a barrier against corruption.

22 Lev. 2:2.
23 Mackintosh,

.QJ? • ..Q,U.,

pp. 66-8.
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was used in Scripture in connection with speech.

"Let

your speech be always with grace, seasoned with salt."24
The whole conversation of the Perfect Man exhibited the
power of this principle.

His words were not merely words of

grace, but words of pungent power.

They were divinel;y

adapted to preserve from all corrupting influence.25

I. M.

Haldeman states:
After two thousand years not a word He spoke needs to

be forgiven, forgotten, modified, corrected, or erased;

after two thousand years they remain the very essence of
spirit, the very pulse of lite, the very concrete of
cleanness, impassable barriers against ~orruption,
against sin in thought as well as deed. 26
Having considered the 'ingredients which composed the
meal-offering, attention shall now be given

to

those which

were excluded from it.
The first of these was "leaven."

"No meal-offering,

which ye shall offer unto Jehovah, shall be made with leaven.•27 Leaven or yeast is a substance in a state of putrefaction, the atoms of which are in a continual motion.

It

has a permeating effect upon that material with which it is
mingled.

Some references in Scriptu.re28 use leaven to

24 Ool. 4:6.
25 Mackintosh, .9..:12·

26 Haldeman,

ill., p.

.QJ2. .Q,ll. , p.

68.

330.

27 Lev. 2:11.
28 Matt. 16:6; Luke 12:1; I Cor. 5:6-8.
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illustrate the effect of evil and moral corruption.29

There

was to ·be nothing sour, nothing that would puff up, nothing
that would express evil in that which typified
Christ Jesus.•
or inflation.
and genuine.

11

the Man

In Him there was nothing savoring of sourness
Everything about His Person was pure, solid,

Mackintosh states:

No exercise can be more truly edifying and refreshing
for the renewed mind than to dwell upqn the unleavened
perfectness of ~brist' s humani ty--t~ contemplate the
life and ministry of One who was, absolutely and essentially unleavened. In all His springs of thought,
affection, desire, and imagination, there was not so
much as a particle of 35aven. He was the sinless,
spotless, perfect man.
The other ingredient which was forbidden in the mealoffering was "honey.•

"For ye shall burn no leaven, nor any

honey, as an offering made by fire unto Jehovah.•31
is nature's sweetness.

It is the symbol of that which is

attractive and appealing in nature.
it desirable.

Honey

Its palatability makes

There is a diversity of opinion among scholars

as to the typical significance of

1

honey. 1

Fairbairn sug-

gests it meant that the things most pleasing to the flesh
are not pleasing to God, and must, therefore, be renounced
by his faithful servants.32 Haldeman suggests it was a
29 Patrick Fairbairn, The Tyoology .Q1. BgriJ.?ture (Philadelphia: Daniels and Smith, 1852), Vol. II, p. 281.
30 Mackintosh, .2.:Q • .Q..U., p. 70.
31 Lev. 2:11.
32 Fairbairn, log. ll!!.
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reference to the pleasure of sin, especially the sin of selfpity.

He indicates the exclusion of honey from the meal-

offering typified Christ's refusal to accept flattery and
the applause of the world.33
Unlike leaven, honey was not usually referred to as
corruption.

Sometimes it was prescribed and sometimes it was

prohibited.

In one of Isaiah's prophetic utterances regard-

ing Immanuel, it says, •Butter and honey shall he eat, when
he knoweth to refuse the evil, and choose the good. •34

It

would seem then that there are times when honey had its preper place, but other times when it was forbidden..
says that

1

honey• refers to those human relationships which

have their proper place.

Jesus knew when "honey" was good

and when it should be refused.
1

Mackintosh

He could say to His mother,

Knew ye not that I must be in my Father•s house?•35

again He could say to the beloved disciPle,
mother~•36

1

Then

Behold, thy

In other words, nature's claims were never al-

lowed to interfere with the presentation to God of all the
energies of Christ's perfect manhood.
made

Reference may also be

to the inoiden t in which the mother and bretr.ren of Jesus

------,,-33 Haldeman,

.QJ?.

34 Is a. 7:15.
35 Luke 2:49.
36 Jobn 19:27.

ill·, p. 332-4.
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sent unto Him, calling Him. 37

The true Meat-offering did

not abandon His work in order to respond to nature's call.
Had He done so, it would have been. to mingle "honey" with
th~

meat-offer.ing, which could not be.

The

11

honey 1 wa~

fai tlrl'ully excluded on this as on every occasion when God' s
claims were to be attended to.38
human request by saying,

1

For Jesus answered this

Who is my mother and my brethren?

And lo.oking round on the!ll that sat round aoout him, he saith,

Behold, my mother and my brethren!

For whosoever shall do

the will of God, the same is my brother, and sister, and
mother. •39
Form 1n which~ ~~s ~esen~e~.

The second main point

in the theme of this chapter is the mode in which the mealoffering was prepared.
the baking-pan, 1 41 or

It was
1

1

baken in the oven,•40 or

of the frying-pan. 1 42

1

of

Mackintosh sug-

gests that the exposure to the heat or the process of baking
gave the idea of suffering.
called

1

But since the meal-offering was

a sweet savor," it is evident that there was no

37 Mark 3:31.

38 u!'lao kin to s h , .QJ?. ,ill. , pp. 71-2.

39 Mark 3:33-35.
40 Lev. 2:4.
41. Lev. 2:5~
42 Lev. 2:7.
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thought of suffering for sin.

However, in viewing the earth-

ly life of Jesus, one may notice three distinct kinds of
suffering:

(1) suffering for righteousness; (2} suffering

by the power of sympathy; and (3) suffering in anticipation.

Jesus suffered tor righteousness during His life.
suffered for sin in His

death~

He

During His life, man and

Satan did their utmost to dissuade Him from righteousness.
Jesus certainly epitomized a portion ot'His own experience
when He said:
Blessed are they that have been persecuted for righteousness• sake: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are ye when men shall reproach you, and persecute you, and say all manner of evil against you falsely,
for my sake. 43
But Jesus also suffered by the power of sympathy.
This character of suffering unfolded the deep secrets of His
tender heart.
Him sorrow.

Human sorrow and human misery always caused
Inasmuch as His humanity was perfect, He felt

the sorrow more keenly than those who were the direct subject of it.
His feelings--His affections--His sensibilities--His
whole moral and ~ental constitution were perfect; and
hence, none can tell what such an One must have suffered,
in pas sing through such a world as this. He. beheld the
human family struggling beneath the ponderous weight of
guilt and wretchedness; He beheld the whole creation
groaning under the yoke; the cry of the prisoner fell
upon His ear; the tear of the widow met His view; bereavement and poverty touched His sensitive heart; sickness and death made Him 'groan in the spirit;' His
43 Matt. 5:10-11.
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sympathetic sufferings were beyond all huma{J. eonesption.44
A Scriptural reference to this character or suffering is

round in the following quote:
And when even was come, they brought unto him many
possessed with demons; and he east out the spirits with
a word, and healed a.ll that were sick; that it might be
fultilled which was spoken through Isaiah the prophet,
saying, Himself took our infirmities, and bare our
diseases. 45
Finally, one may consider Christ's sufferings by anticipation.

The outstanding illustration of this type of

suffering is the suffering which Christ endured Just previous
to the cross.

This is distinct from His suffering for right-

eousness and His suffering by sympathy as well as from the
actual suffering on the cross.

One of the Scriptural pas-

sages indicating this type of suffering is quoted:
And he took with him Peter and the two sons ot Zebedee,
and began to be sorrowful and sore troubled. Then sai th
he unto them, My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto
death: abide ye here and watch with me. And he went
forward a little, and fell on his face, and prayed, saying, My Father, if it be possible, let this eup pass
away from me: nevertheless, not as I will, but as thou
wil t.46
It is evident there was something in prospect which Jesus
had never encountered before.

There was a •cup" being.filled

of which He had not yet drunk.

In Gethsemane He anticipated

44 Mackintosh,~· ~., p. 78.
45 Matt. 8:16-17.

46 Matt. 26:37-39.
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the coming cross.

He f'orsaw His bearing of sin, though it

was not yet laid upon Him.

In this sorrow, He still had

direct communion with the Father, but He anticipated that
moment when He would be forsaken by the Father.

Undoubtedly

this was the severest testing endured b1 the true Meal-offering, the Man Christ Jesus. 47
The 12er sons

JihQ. ~took

!21. .1..:\i.

Those who ate the meal-

offering, except for the small portion which was burnt upon
the altar, were the head and members of the priestly house.
1

And that whioh is left of

meal-offering shall be Aaron's

and his sons• : 1 t is a thing most holy of the offerings of
Jehovah made by fire.• 48

Mackintosh maintains that the sons

of Aaron were types of all true believers, not as convicted
sinners, but as worshipping priests.

In the meal-offering,

the sons of Aaron fed upon the remnant of that whioh had
been laid on the table of Jehovah.
privilege.

This was a high and holy

No one but the priest oould enjoy it.

This faot

is set forth in the following Scripture:
And this is the law of the meal-offering: the sons of
Aaron shall offer it before Jehovah, bef'ore the altar.
And he shall take up therefrom his handful, of the fine
flour of the meal-offering, and of the oil thereof, and
all the frankincense which is upon the meal-offering,
and shall burn it upon the altar for a sweet savor, as
the memorial thereof, unto Jehovah. And that which is
left thereof shall Aaron and his sons eat: it shall be
47 Ma"kin,tosh
o • .Qll.
it ' pp. 74 - 82 •
v
,
.Q.l2
48 Lev. 2:10.
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eaten without leaven in a holy place; in the court of
the tent of meeting they shall eat it. It shall not be
baken with leaven. I have given it as their portion of
my offerings made by fire; it is most holy, as t~e sino.ttering, and as the trespass-offering. Every male among
the children of Aaron shall eat of it, as his portion
tor ever throughout your generations trom the offerings
of Jehovah made by fire: whosoever toucheth them shall
be holy.49
.
Mackintosh suggests this was a figure of the Church,
feeding "in the holy place, • in the power of practical holi..
ness, upon the perfections of the "Man Ohrist Jesus. 11

'his

is the portion of the believer through the grace of God.
But it must be remembered that it was to be eaten with unleaven.ed bread.

One cannot feed upon Christ if one is in-

dulging in anything evil.
holy.n50

1

Whosoever toucheth them shall be

One's position, practice, person, associations,

must all be holy, else one is not eligible to feed upon the
Meal-of'fering.5l

Certainly the same emphasis given in type

in the Old Testament is expressed in the New Testament in
the words, "Ye shall be holy; for I am holy. n52

49 Lev. 6:14-18.
50 Lev. 6:18.
51 Mackintosh, .212· ,ill., pp. 83-4.

52 I Pet. 1:16.

CHAPTER IV
THE FEAOE OFFERING
The third general class of offerings set forth in the
book of Leviticus vas known as the
general name for this species was

1

peace-offering. 11

s~elamim.

word came from a root which signified
ply what vas wanting or deficient, 11 or

11

This Hebrew

to make up, 11
~'to

The
11

to sup-

pay or recompense. 1

It came to express a state in which all misunderstandings or
disturbances having been removed, there vas room for friendship, harmony and peace.l

.

In the application of shelam~ to

this particular offering, it came to mean sacrifices of
friendship expressing or promoting peaceful relations with
the Deity.

This sacrifice was an occasion of great joy and

was invariably accompanied by a meal or feast.2
KINDS OF PEACE-OFFERINGS
There were three different kinds of offerings which
were included under the title •peace-offering.•

These were:

(1) the thank-offering; (2) the votive offerings (offerings
with a vow); and (3) tree-will offerings.
have an order of importance as indicated

These seemed to
by

various traits.

1 Patrick Fairbairn, The Typolog;y of Scr.i,ptUJ?~ (Philadelphia: Daniels and Smith, 1852), Vol. II, p. 276.
2 J. J. Reeve, 11 Sacrifice in the Old Testament, u The
Int~rnat1onal Standard Bitile Encyclopedia, IV, 2638.
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The thank-offering and the votive-offering required an ani•
mal without blemish. 3

But an exception was made in the free-

will oft'er ing in that it was aocepta ble to otter an animal
with something lacking or superfluous in its parts.4

This

would indicate a difference in the tree-will offering.

Then

again, it seemed that the thank-offering was of more importance than the other two because in the laws o t the peaceoffering, it had a section for itself.5

The other two,

votive and free-will offerings, came under the same general
laws.6

This difference was also indicated in the toleration

ot eating the flesh of the two on the second day while the

flesh of the thank-offering could be eaten on the first day
only.?
The relation of the three kinds

w

each other, with

their respective gradations, is suggested by Fairbairn as
follows:
The thank or praise-offering was the expression of the
worshipper's feelings of adoring gratitude on account of
having received some spontaneous tokens of the Lord 1 s
goodness--this was the highest form, as here the grace
of God alone shone forth. The vow-sacrifice was the expression of like feelings for benefits received from
the divine beneficence, but which were partly conferred
3 Lev. 22:21.
4 Lev. 22:23.

5 Lev. 7:11-15.
6 Lev. 7:16-21.
7 Lev. 7:15, 16.
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in consideration ot a vow made by the worshipper--this
was of a lower grade, having something of man connected
with it. And the tree-will offering which was presented without any constraint of necessity, and either
without respect to any special acts of mercy experienced,
or with a view to the obtaining of such, occupied a still
lower ground, as the worshipper here took the initiative,
and appeared in the attitude of one seeking after God.s
THE MATERIALS

As to the materials, the law allowed great latitude.
The animals which could be offered were the same as in the
burnt-offering--cattle, sheep and goats--but not pigeons.
Unlike the burnt-offering, however, the female was allowed
as well as the more valuante male.9

The animals were to be

without blemish with an exception made for the free-will
offering as already noted.

In the offering of the thank-

offering, it was required that a meal-offering should a.ccom•
pany i t .. U>
THE RITUAL

The ritual of the peace-offering corresponded in its
first stages with that ot the burnt-offering.

The laying on

of hands, the killing of the victim, and the sprinkl1ng of
blood upon the a1 tar were the same in ooth offerings.

8 Fairbairn, .Q.:Q. ll:!!., p. 277.
'

9 Lev. 3:1, 6.
10 Lev. 7:12, 13.

In the
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peace-offering, the whole animal was not placed upon the
altar as in the turnt-oftering.

At the cutting up o'f the

animal, the fat was removed and afterward burned as a •sweet
savor unto Jehovah. •11

This fat .consisted or four parts in

the case of oxen and goats and of five parts in the case of
sheep.12
~hese

Gustav Oehler suggests that the reason tor burning

fatty portions on the altar was that they were re-

garded as the choice parts of the animal.l3

s.

H. Kellogg gives an interesting sidelight in re-

gard to "the fat tail ent1re"l4 which was required when the
victim was a sheep.

The reference was to a special breed of

sheep which is still found in Palestine, l.rabia, and North
Africa.

With these the tail grows to an immense size, some-

times weighing fifteen pounds or more, and consists almost
entirely of a rich substance in character between tat and
marrow.

The Orientals still esteem this as the most valu-

able part of the animal for food.15

11 Lev. 3:5, 13.
12 Lev. 3:3-5, 9-11, 14-le.
13 Gustav Friedrich Oehler, Theology of the Old Testa-

~ (eighth edition; New York: Funk and Wagnalls Company,

1883), pp. 289-90.

14 Lev. 3:9.
15 S. H. Kellogg, "The Book ot Leviticus, u An E:;posis. s. Scranton Co., 1903),

.!lQ.n .21. the Bible (Hartford: The

I, 258.
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So the burning of the fat upon the altar was the
visible Divine appropriation of that whioh was the best of
the offering.

This symbolism is supported by the frequent

Scriptural references to •rat• and "fatness• as the symbol
of that which is richest and best.

In the peace-offering,

God was served first and with the beet of the offering.l6
THE DIST.RIBUTION
Attention was given in the preoeding section to the
portion of the peaoe-offering which was given to God by burning it upon the a1 tar.

The priests also received a portion

which consisted of the breast and the right shoulder.l?

The

parts assigned to the priests were handled in a peculiar way.
On account of this handling. they were described as the
8

breast of the wave-offering" and the •thigh of the heave-

offering.•l8

W. P. Paterson has suggested an explanation of

the wave and he.ave offerings..

He said the oeremony of the

•wave-offering" consisted in moving the portion backwards
and forwards in the line of the altar.

The swinging in a

forward direction was an action declaring that it properly
belonged to God; while the movement back again denoted that
God returned the gift and assigned it as His own present to
16 Loc.

ill•

17 Lev. 7:31, 32.

18 Exod. 29:27.
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the priest.

The handling of the "heave-offering" was simi-

lar, only it was in a vertical motion instead of a horizontal one.

This rite is interpreted similarly to the wave-

offering in that the offering was pres en ted to God by being
lifted upward.l9

Practically nothing is said in Scripture

in relation to the ceremony and significance on the priest• s
portion.
After the fat was removed to be offered on the altar,
and the priest's portion was taken out, the remainder of the
animal was given to the offerer himself.
b,y

The participation

the offerer and his friends may be regarded as the most

distinctive characteristic or the peace-offering.

Among

those he was instructed to invite, besides his own family and
friends, were "the Levite that is within the gates, and the
sojourner, and the fatherless, and the widow, that are in
the midst of thee. n20

!hese offerings were not to be eaten

at the offerer's home, but before Jehovah at the central
sanctuary.2l
THE SIGNIFICA.'ICE OF THE FEAST

The peace-offering meal denoted that the offerer was
admitted to a state of close fellowship and enjoyment with
19 W. P. Paterson, "Sacrifice, .. ,,Dictionary ot the
Bible, IV, 338.
20 Lev. 16:11.

21 Lev. 12:18.
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God.

It was a symbol of established friendship

and gladness.

j
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standing Scriptural references is as follows:
But now in Christ Jesus ye that once were far off are
nigh in the blood of Christ. For he is our peace,
who made ooth one, and brake down the middle wall of partition, having abolished in his flesh the enmity, even
the law of commandments contained in ordinances; that
might create
himself of the two one new man, so making peace; and might reconcile them both in one body
unto God through the cross, having slain the enmity
thereby; and he came
preached peace to you that were
far off, and peace to them
were nigh: for
the
~!~h:;.~th have our access in one Spirit un
In this

one, and many more could be cited, it

be seen that Jesus Christ

eached
reconcili
was on

ace."
between

11

is our

The peace-offering was the
man.

d

basis of a

the
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t so'

God is on the basis of a

be
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accepted
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ture
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obligation to be thankful 1 and ·they knew how their thankfulness might be acceptably expressed.3Z
The injunction which the Israelite obeyed is also given in
the New Testament in the words,

8 In

everything give thanks:

for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus to you-ward. H33
Devotion followe gratitude.
breast and the

8

The

1 waving 8

of the

heaving 11 of the shoulder symbolized conse-

cration of strength and affection to the Lord.

Also, every-

thing offered was to be olean which obviously taught the
necess1 ty of moral purity in character of

tho~e

who

~e

sented the offerings.
Specific instructions were g1 ven regarding the purity
of the flesh of the peace-offering as well as the purity of
the participants of the feast.
And the flesh that toucheth any unclean thing shall
not be eaten; it shall be burnt with fire. And as for
the flesh, every one that is olean shall eat thereof:
but the soul that eateth of the flesh of the sacrifice
of peace-offerings, that pertain unto Jehovah, having
his uneleanness ujxna him, that soul shall be out off
from his people. And when any one shall touch any unclean thing, the uncleanness of man, or an unclean .
beast, or any unclean. aoomination and eat of the flesh
of the sacrifice of peace-offerings, which pertain un. to
Jehovah, that soul shall be cut off from his people.34
The flesh could touch no unclean thing.
not be eaten but had to be burned.

If it did, it could

The peace-offering was

required to be Without pollution or corruption.
32 Jellie, Brown, loc. ~.

33 I These. 5:18.
34 Lev. 7:19-21.

This was,
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35 Matthew Henry, M~tthew Henry's Commentary~~~
(New York: Fleming H. Revell Company, (P.dJ J,
• 7:11-34) foo
II-~.
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It may be clearly seen then that the peace-offer
gave recognition or expression to the peace relation between
the offerer and God.

The peace was symoolized by· the offer-

ing of the sacrifice.

So the Antitype was shadowed forth as

the Sacrifice which was given in order to reconcile man
God.

For it was the good pleasure of the Father that in
should. all the fulness dwell; and through
to reconcile all things unto himself, having made peace
blo
his cross; through him, I say,
upon the earth, or things in the heavens.
you,
in time past
ienated
enemies in
mind in your evil works, yet now hath
reconciled in
body of his flesh through death, to present
without blemish and unreproveable before him.
The •peace" which Christ brought was peace between the s ... u,,.,..,..
This is the meaning of the oft-repeated

much

misunderstood announcement of the angels to the shepherds,
1

Glory to God in the highest, and on earth
men."39

e,

It has been interpreted to mean that

was

announcement that the Lord ha.d come into the world
make peace between warring nations. · Whether or not
do that

not taught in this

came

ticular Scr

announcement of the angela was a proclamation in the ears of
the shepherds that lambs were no longer needed for temple
service.

God Himself

proVided a

Lamb~

He was to otter

a Sacrifice by which peace would be made, not be

38 Col. 1:19-22.

39 Luke 2:14 (A.V.).
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CHAPTER V
THE SIN-OFFERING
The next offering to be oonsidered is the
ing."

11

sin-offer-

From the very name it may be seen that it had to do

with sin in a peouliar way.
translated

to both

11

fro~

The name for this offer

the Hebrew word

h~ttA 1 th.

is

This was applied

sin 11 and "sin-offering," so it indioated that this

offering had speoially to do with sin.

All the sacrifices

were necessitated by the fact and consciousness of sin
were, therefore, reminders
rifice dealt most

cifically

expiation for sin.
tail

sin.

But this particular sacprominently with the

It was perhaps

of all the sacr

most

s.

Before one oan discuss t'he

tails of the sin-offer-

ing, one must indicate the Biblical references tc the subject.
st

The three preceding offer

were

t

e chapters of Leviticus, successively.

be convenient indeed if

discussed would
spectively.

It would

s-o ff er ings

co

ters

re-

'

But this does not seem to be the oase.

sugges

his li

that

sin-offering is dealt
(

with in Leviticus, chapter
verses of chapter five.l · All o

-·----(

, and the first thirteen
sources which

author

1 Edward Young, An Introduction to th~ Old Testament
: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1949), p. 80.

used in this thesis concur with this opinion, with
exception

•

2

The many similarities of the sin-

offering and the trespass-offering

rise to the problem

of determining which portions of Scripture
offering.

with each

But in defense of the position taken by most

scholars, Fairbairn sta.

the to llowing:

The
of this portion treats of the sin-offer
and only at v. 14 does the law of the tre
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s 1 is some
s
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t every s
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3
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THE :MATERIALS
proper was a sacrifice consisting of

The sin-offer

to atone for a.

e1 ther a. bea.s t or fowl offered on the

committed unwittingly.

If the anointed priest or

whole congregation committed the sin through ignorance, the
sin-offering was a young bullock without blemish. 7 Sho
ths ruler sin, his offering was a male goat without blemish. a

But when a private ,individual sinned,, -hd.s offer
either a female goat or ,a. female lamb without

to
9

In the event he was too poor to provide one of

se, two turtle-doves or two pigeons were a.cceptable.lO
In summary then, the subjects which could be offered in the
sin-offering were:

a bullock, a go

, turtle-doves or

pigeons.ll
RITUAL
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7 Lev. 4:3, 14.
8 Lev. 4:

•
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ritual.

The blood was so sacred that

of the

tly upon the

it was spilled acc
,

I

e.

earthen vessel which contained it was

It was so holy that

a brazen one, scoured.l7

broken

The _burninz
tar.

Qll

the altar.

Only the fat was

But as was seen in the discussion

peace-offering,
t.

holy

in

officiating, the garment had to be
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any
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There was a variation
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of two turtle-doves or
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The very nature of

tims indicates the reason for this variation.
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that the ordinance was var
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the burning as a substitute
8
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The

of the flesh of the sin-offering was done in a
manner; it had also a con
peace-offering.
the flesh of

differ

The offerer himself did not

sacrifi.ced victim--only the priests co

Lev. 6:27,

•

18 Lev. 5:7.

19 Kello

~. ~.,

t

p. 273.

of

eat it.

But there were even restrictions in the priest's

eating.

, whether as an individual, or as included

ing was

the congregation,
the one for
flesh.

otter-

was himself the one for

when

could not eat of it.
the victim was offer

Since the
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s,
not
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which was brought into

of 1
~...oly

was from a sacrifice made for the sine of either the priest
or the whole congregation, it
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ot that offering.
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Therefore, the

"And no sin-offering, whereof

ught into the tent

t in the holy place, shall
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eaten: it shall

th fire. 11 20
order was given
not

those offer

c

eaten by the priests be taken outside the
place and burned on a fire of wood.21

even the skin was to be burned,
of

to a

This meant

nothing was to remain

sin-offering.
ACTUAL SIGNIFIC.ANCE

The
in g.

Though

was

specifically

1 the offerings reminded

this offering definitely purpos
20 Lev. 6:

21 Lev. 4:11, 12, 21.
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in himself could remove the sin

soul, so God in

mercy

guilt from

tituted this atoning

love

sacrifice.
Since
asked,

alone can remove sin, the question may be

~What

came

sacrifice?"
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ts of which the I
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benefactor:

In the first place,
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ning saeriis due
the
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it is by Divine appointment.
When God appoints an atoning sacrifice for the forgiveness of sin, He Himself accompanies that service with
power to forgive • • .
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atonement, or
propitiation, or expiation, or torgiven~ss
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external rite, such connection means
to acco
the Divine
se of redemption.
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, guided by
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Divine
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Old Testament was not an arbitrary arrangement, but one
by Divine
in perfect ac
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constitution and nature of things; that is,_ 1 t is in
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th God's eternal
se.~2
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tor making atonement,
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J. Gamertsfelder, Systemat1Q Jheology (
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House, 1921),

• 280-1.
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for sin o

The whole human race ne

even from the fall
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So the sin-offering was a

the great Sin-offering which God

from

beginning. 23
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The a.:po s tle Paul, perhaps more than any other
Test~~ent

writer, emphasized the fact that the death of

ist

was the true and final Sin-offering.
Who was delivered up for our trespasses, and was
raised for our justification.27
But God co
th his own love toward us, in that,
while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Much more
then, being now justified by his ~od, shall we be
from the wrath of God through Him.
In whom we have our redemption through his blood,
forgiveness of our trespasses, according to ~~e riches
ot his grace. 29
Him who knew no sin he made to be sin on our behal36
that we might become the righteousness of God in Him.
Attention will now be given to the various aspects of
the sin-offering and the typical significance of those details.

A victim without blemish.

It was seen in the discus-

sion of the materials of the sin-offering that a variety of
animals.was allowed.
tr~t

But in each instance, it was

the animal was to be without blemish.

st~pulated

This requirement

was enforced in the other offerings as well, but that is o
a.

verif'ication of the fact that all the types point to one

and the same great Anti type.
27 Rom. 4: 25 •
28 Rom. 5 : 8 , 9.
29 Eph. 1:7.
30 II Cor. 5:21.
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fulfillment of

Scripture states that Christ is

demand tor a victim without blemish in the sin-offering.
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first of the non-sweet-savour offerings, the sin-offer
Then finally, beside the introduction of the trespass-offerwords appear at the beginning of the second
of the law of the trespass-offering.l2

It is apparent that

se are significant words of transition.
discussion of the tre

argument that
not at the

This adds to the
a-offering

ginning of Leviticus 5, but at Leviticus 5:14.
KINDS OF 'tRESPASS-OFFERINGS

The trespass-offering always had reference to the
of the individual, never to the congregation.

There were no

"re&"Ular 11 offerings because they were offered only after a
trespass had been made or committed.
It

•

In general, they may

offerings for tre

So they were always
classified as two

s against God, and· offerings for tree-

against one's fellowman.

One writer

classified

trespass-offerings as follows:
1 For sacrilege 'in ignorance' with compensation for

ne,
the gift of a fifth part of the
value, besides, to the priest (Lev. 5:15, 16).
2 For ignorant transgression against some definite
hibition of the law {Lev. 5:17-19).
3 For fraud, suppression of the truth, or perjury
against a man, with compensation, and with the add
of a fifth part of the value of the property in ques
to
son wronged (Lev. 6: 1-6).
4 For rape of a betrothed
(Lev. 19:20, 21).
5 At the purification of the leper (Lev. 14:12), and
the polluted Nazari
(Num. 6:12), offered with the

12 Lev. 6:1.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Mosaic sacrifices foreshadowed a large area of the
plan ot redemption as later revealed in Jesus Christ.

In the

Old Testament age, there were many details necessary to carry
out the requirements of the God-ordained sacrifices.

No one

ot the sacrifices included the entire scope ot worship; nor
did it satisfy the entire spiritual need of the sinner.
as all the offerings had a

~tin

But

the?worship, there was

complete provision, in a symbolical way, tor the need of man.
Each particular offering foreshadowed a peculiar part or
what was to be accompli shed by the one great Sacrifice, the
Antitype

ot all the offerings.

The b.trntcotterins.

The burnt-offering was not pri-

marily an offering tor the expiation of sin, though it did
bring sin to remembrance in a sense.

The offerer brought

the o:tferinc in order 'that he might enter into the enJoyment
of God's presence.

He tel t that God already dwelt in the

midst or the people, but by identifying himself with the
animal

11

without blemish", he was able to otter himself to God

through the substitute.

All of the flesh o:t the animal was

consumed upon the altar and ascended to God in vapour and
smoke as a sweet savour.
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obedience to the Father; His mo
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perfection; His victory over temptation.
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There was an awareness or sin in the very nature or man.

Due

to this sin, there was a breach between the offerer and God.
The offerer realized he was worthy of death.

But he brought

the victim, one without blemish, and laid his hands upon it.
By this act, the sin was symbolically borne

~

the animal

which was slain b,y the priest as a substitute tor the sinner.
The blood was then sprinkled on the horns or the a1 tar, or
in the holy place, or in the holy of holies, depending upon
the kind or offering.
man's sin.

There~

God furnished a covering for

When man exercised faith in God, objectified by

this offering, God took away the sin and removed the guilt.
It has been seen that nothing is more clearly stated
in Scripture than the tact of Christ's being the true Sinoffering.

The sacrifice or Ghrist and the shedding of His

blood made full provision for all sin.

Not only was the blood

of Jesus adequate to cleanse from actual sins, but it was
adequate to cleanse from the defilement of original sin.
This cleansing is appropriated by those who, like as in Old
Testament times, accept it by faith.
For the mdies of those beasts whose blood is brought
into the holy place by the high priest as an offering
for sin, are burned without the camp. Wherefore Jesus
also, that he might sanctify the people through his own
blood, suffered without the gate. Let us therefore gp
forth unto him without the oamp, bearing his reproaob.3

3 Heb. 13:11, 12.
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